are situations. This is true of the many appearances of circumstances, now coming up all over the Country, tugging immense public minds to us. As the result, I especially, for. But you may think I am not what you call a party - not hopeful, I confess. Do you think I am not hopeful of either the present or future. To me there are many things alarming. By nature, and if at all I can believe it, I see perhaps not of a hopeful temper, for too much given to distrust every one's matter - having circumstances - able to expect. I seem to need that you (and in this, I mean to include the whole legislature) had once helped you more. If another time at any time since you became a member, perhaps at any time since the State had an existence - Just fall - me thought different. Although the time of great peril, the point at which matters tended had been passed. We had no idea what now presents itself in the complications of different shades of opinion feeling arising from Luculums proclamations and what seems to me really of more practical significance. Negro Regiment.
that any such questions would be presented to distract the men of the loyal
sentiments, feelings, principles.- But
here we stand thus and it devolves upon
us to bear to give shape to that the
Union feelings, the Union sentiments, at least.
It is all important that we act
of a tried. Should be considered 700
right. No matter if new and new attend it.
Plate time, if it fails, you roll, April
or may. The results, to arrive at our
act, is too important, too well of
real overcome to the State and its people.
Who kindly become a desert - Illinois
Dell - the first right. But what is just
right in the question? For my part, I
can't tell. I must leave it to those I
know have better means of knowing
than I have. I do say again Gal
cannot be too constant, attend this
question of the C. H. A. T. K. R. S. I am
prone to find the truth of this fact. I
have of the feelings of the Union
people, they will not stand a
persecution of arrest. That which
strangers there as and not of one
Who act themselves up as leaders-
New. Who mind until the start the mass
And who have assisted & participated in this. I see the most forwards inrying out the tyranny of the arbitrary arrest. Had you the state from such pretended friends? I ask not what hand or table you give beyond resolution & a brief, as you may think best to lend an federal colleague. You will find no more alterations your do not that the discrimination the breasts and who are in heart to sympathize with the truth. Will not support these miscreants are mereus traitor. Will be all in their favor to kill the federal. This shall be their offer for them I would labor to remove. This for the Union men I then saw give assistance should he had to account with their feelings. Nothing held them within the fold of the party by throwing them the letter. wholesome claim to result from a disciplinarian now. that we have had your
too far to take the back track—
If this is done calmly, firmly, and with
a determination to fight it out
then our lives are made, with a single
reflection, who can doubt the
immemorialable calls to excel to how
and all his friends, for party, he did
by going with any other party, or
feeling them the Union party
to which he belonged. The Union
party, with the sentiment, it had fixed
the fate, the state, safely in the Union.
The debate in Congress within
the last month, was by no means
Chairing—We are presented with
a great sense, feeling in that body—
this to be happy the people in the
legal states, and not be divided
if they are. One year or twenty
months with the 100,000,000
Americans, and the people—
the Americans—And Maryland
Religion. I read at any rate, best. To
by a Mr. Middle state, Viewer—
especially the Union Population
are, and it seems a part of the
Republicans, and I believe this morning.
with the Border State men & North Alin. are for a Reinstatement of the Union of the States to their Constitutional, as the Rebellion. This part of the Republic. Newmen, seem to go in for Negro delusion. Mustain the emancipation proclamation of the president. And his Compromized Emancipation Scheme. This being divided for by the New South & Border men. The Radical Control New. New another party to the Vallandigham faction. Which I hope is that a faction among Cyl of Ohio. Many of Maryland Rand or the attic. Some say Beechey or Mr. but I don't think it. Now the principal after this faction are as before in Vallandigham's Speech and are as Clark's team. And as distinguished as the nation by many now. Mention the Contended for by any of the active Rebels of Va, South Car or South. New had many of the New South or Union men in the Border States Interests till Work for there. I don't know. It in Old Whig not. Many. If there are Many, then are Late.
has much whithered. I have met with much on the way. The
Delegates entered into a hurried vote of the elections of last fall north.
It was the predominant element in the elections of the Black Party.
Thus one in the crowd no cause of rejoicing.
I am sure I heard no cause of rejoicing.
In my speech of Kansas.
This, too, as a real man.
By the way,
Hadn't he? I made a speech and the
Negro Soldier Bill.
His sentiments are fine, except. He took occasion to praise the Speech of Yelland.
I think also. No if by this he means to
approve of his sentiments. It can be
unfortunate for us in this district. As
I hope, he will be our Candidate
for Congress. I hope he does not
approve of others. I shall not
vote for any man this day.
I cannot hear much his
Chaining to the Union. I cannot
vote for any buck.
I consider the dynamic tremendous
the omnipotent power of the town.
The Burton has just arrived and I have an its St. Louis, Brum. He says the Legislature will adjourn next week. 

I write you about some matter. Some little matter of business. I am truly troubled a little about the state of my army because I don't want you to have any trouble. But really I should like to have some letters or the letter of the captain so that I could have something by which I could be protected. We will want us evidence for Burr. In three days I mean to go Green, Iowa. I will send a statement of the auditor, a certificate under cover that there was of the forfeiture of the 32,000 anna from 1800 to 1808. Letters in grand. Rehersal and Melburno or Caldwell. With yours, in.

Mr. Shulman. I can't want to return.
as soon as the act putting the Quarterly meant
become a law by the Virginia legislature, please let me know as only about 5 weeks remain
between this & March from

Greenup Ky. W. S. D
February 3rd 1863 Sunday

Will. E. Landry Esq

Dear Sir,

I perhaps owe an apology for not
having sooner addressed you but the press of
business in my new position must excuse the delay.
We get no Frankfort News save what
done familiar correspond to my Cincinnati Paper
choose to have inserted.

Your body certainly how to critical and
dangerous work to perform - While we do not by
any means agree with the abolition Negro policy, we
must go conduct ourselves as not to have seen the
appearance of pining with the Rebellion -

The great effort of the Democratic leaders, preach
"Peace democrats" (contrasts of black down Negroes as well
as color faced) is to convince the thoughtful of ignorant
that there are only two parties "Peace democrats" (alias
Secession) and abolitionists - "I tell you Lincoln and
the Republicans intend to free all the Negroes" is
their constant Cry. "Are you going to fight for the
Negro and Negro equality" is constantly being peeped
into the ears of our soldier -

The South seem to think that when they hear "peace
(known as Union) speak against abolitionism that they have
made a concert - poor deluded or wicked creatures - they
are not to know that our Conservative Union loving
policy is opposed to all nition no matter from what
I don't know if Congress it may enumerate —
I'd really oppose secession to oppose abolitionism and vice versa —

I look upon them as truly one party, pulling at the same string — opposite ends — with the evident intention to break it; but by the grace of God and a financial vote of Washington & that battle lost I think we can defeat their schemes —

The difference between the "Peace & Union" view & the "Proclamation & Negro folder policy" is: That the Union men grew over the matter, and must regret that father Abraham & Doctor go have fallen from grace; while the peace are "reckless renunciation to death" over the matter thinking that now they can (in Kentucky, particularly) deal their hands out our heavy columns, but all you poor broken Romney fools, we started on the voyage of ruin now and will not stop till you lay down your arms —

I commenced this on Friday night but did not have time to finish it — On Saturday neither previous note, Know it asseverate (must Friday away) the so called "Democracy" had a meeting in the Court House to nominate delegates to go to Frankfort to nominate State officers and a one of them told me he supposed that Logan Powell would get Nomination for Governor — On Saturday the persons he formerly called their State Rights (Wrong) men, have been busy in town for all parts of the County, even the most remote places —

And it could not be denied that they were a strange medley of all sorts of men but an
The destruction of the government—whether licit or illicit—the murder of the wrong notion, all congregated at one Mass.

The "democrat" they called to the chair was James Bryan. 1st Why? 2nd I do know nothing—3rd State (wrong) Rights — 4th a peace party and now footnote a democrat— and many others in the same "provision." They have not got yet to the pitch of calling themselves "Union democrats," but if they fail as they did with their state rights scheme they will compromise I suppose and take any other means provided they can accomplished their scheme of holding back the Union army till their side can get their breath— but no! they have the better of their friends and allies Davis, Kansas, and they now have to stop fighting in order to get peace.

I think the plans of the old Southern leaders "peace democrats" can be illustrated in this state of we must erect tomorrow to the task. They think they have made a platform for the Union party but we do not go on that platform.

We are for the Monroe — the Constitution of the enforcement of the laws by the execution of necessary and able men — and for our glorious Star Spangled Banner — also for Amanda (or Anna) Model Columbia + Old Hundred — Y'know. I do.

To Mrs. Seaver

To Mrs. Seaver's. People don't forget to try to have Sales as well as other affairs five mornings.

Everything has advanced from 5% to 10% per cent. Some articles much more. That therefore it is quite hard to live on former allowances.

My last went and sent me $100. It's good for the most of them in quite small amounts, and it costs me $100 or at least for amounts to support my family.